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Piranha’s Pickernik

Piranha has proved it's smarter than
the average software house by
snapping up the rights to Yogi Bear
- and it is far from kid's stuff. This

chases as the lovable bear tries to
rescue his little sidekick. Boo Boo.

Nasty bearnappers have made off

Park. Distraught, Yogi is' determined
to free his buddy but the lure of an
unguarded picnic basket can easily

sidetrack him. His life is also made

trippers in this hot pursuit game.
At the moment all Piranha has to

show for its efforts is a scrolling

landscape showing Yogi in super
cartoon-like animated action but I

am assured that all the other

the Hannah-Barbara originals.

Other future releases from
Pirhana include a game featuring
the 2000 AD character Judge Death,
one of the Dark Judges. As Judge
Anderson you must banish Death
and his cohorts back to Deathworld
and beat them on their own ground
in the final stage of the game.

Also planned is Beast Enders, a
soap opera spoof from Fergus
MacNeii; a maritime shoot-em-up
called Gunboat; the a-maze-ing SID;
Flunky, which is an everyday tale of
royal folk; Trapdoor II, from Don
Priestley, plus Roy of the Rovers, a
football game with a difference.

Contact: Piranha Software, 4 Little

Essex Street, London WC2R 3LF.
(Tel: 01-836 6633).A

Owners of the CI4 and Plus/4 who
may be feeling a bit left out
recently can take heart — Summer

From the programmer of Winter

claimed to be even better. Software
house Anco is claiming that the graphics

on the C64! We'll let our reviewers be

Why are their hands hot and sticky?

pole vaulting, swimming, kayaking, high

board diving, cycling and steeple chasing

all in a short space of time, you'd be hot

Summer Events Is due for release at

the end of April (just too late for us to
get a review into this issue) and will cost

£9.95.

Contact: Anco Software Ltd, 3S
West Hill, Dartford, Kent. DAI 2EL.
Tel; (0322) 92SI3/8.

Nexus Nebula











Gremlin's springiest star is set to bounce straight be

into a new adventure.

Following his world saving exploits against the evil t

goblinand his monstrous toys. Thing'senjoyed hismi

, - armg
to go.What next?... he must finish the job properly and halt

the factory computer auto producing these hideous toys.

But as superfil as he isand fast as he can move there's

danger hidden around every bend... goblins lurking to

drain his oil. water rushing to bowl him over, iron chickens

fielding dastardly deadly eggs.

irection would be helpful to guide Thing

CBM64/128 AMSTRAD SPECTRUM 48/128K

£ 9.99 c £ 9.99 c MS*
£14.99 d £14.99 d £ 7.99 c

DRIVEYOURSELFroundTHE bend WITH thing



Because when you own a Nintendo entertainment system you also get a buddy
to play with, a Robotic Operating Buddy to be exact (or R.O.B. to his friends).

He’s your partner. Seat him next to you, send him signals from your tv screen

and together you can tackle the enemy.

The Zapper Gun
Never before has there been a video gun of this calibre. The astonishing

light sensitive Zapper Gun lets you shoot moving targets with pinpoint act



TM

ultimate video game...

Where you can buy Nintendo
Nintendo is available from the stockists featured. If you have any questions or have

difficulty obtaining the product, write to HiTech Electronic Services Ltd.,

Unit 2B,200 Rickmansworth Road, Watford WD1 7JS. Or 'phone: 09232 4181L

Gloucester Toy Shop Fenwicks
Adders Department Stores Selfridges
Toy & Hobby Carrefour
Argos Superstores Fine Fare
Woolworths & Kidstore Makro
Jolly Giant Asda
Tesco T For Toys Telebank
Gamleys

Hamleys
Jenners

'R' Us

Order



Far, far away is a world of pore energy
ruled by the Sentinel. In this Spectrum
conversion of Firebird's original and
very addictive game you must battle

the Sentinel over a staggering 10,000

landscapes all packed into just 48KI

The landscapes of this strange land

appear as plateaus Chat rise into peaks.

On top of the highest peak stance the

Sentinel. This powerful being slowly

rotates, scanning the land beneath it

and absorbing anything with a surplus

of energy (The standard energy unit is

a tree worth one unit of energy). You
have other ideas as you are in a
generating, energy-converting transfer

robot that can use the energy from the

trees to build robots and boulders and
to climb the heights — in order to do
battle with the Sentinel.

; Title: The Sentinel

Computer: Spectrum
\

• Supplier: Firebird 1

! Price £8.95

r»- harder. The Sentinel is joined by one
“*• ormore sentries that are just as deadly
»* as the Sentinel, and must be absorbed

a* before you can tackle the Sentinel. To
1*1 make things worse the landscapes get

i*, more barren, which means less cover

i*i for you and almost constant
i*i harrassment from the Sentinel and his

*a sentries. For example, in one level you
a begin in a wide open space surrounded
• by a circle of peaks containing the
• Sentinel and eight sentries!

,*, This Spectrum conversion is

,*, actually quicker to play than the CM
*, original and features the option to

*i define the screen colours and has
*g different landscape codes, so even
*. experienced Sentinel players will have
** to start from scratch,

i One of the best and most original

games that I’ve seen this year.

Although you
actually move so you must travel the
landscape by building another robot

and transferring to it. You can them re-

absorb your old shell and so conserve

your energy. To get to the higher

plateaus you may also need to build a

boulder on which you can stand a new
robot and so on until you can get close

enough to absorb the Sentinel.

The Sentinel naturally makes this as

difficult as possible — it's difficult

enough finding your way around a
landscape full of deep holes and steep

cliffs, and if it catches you in its deadly

gaze It will start absorbing your energy,

unit by unit. But it can only do this if

it can see the base of the square or

boulder you're standing on. If it can't,

it turns the nearest tree into a meanie
to flush you out.

To help you in your quest you get
a map of the landscape displayed on the

screen before you begin, but this is

soon forgotten when the action heats

The secret seems to be to absorb
every tree you can find so you can
afford to build boulders — they cost

two units — and robot shells — they
cost three units — find the Sentinel and
then keep track of the direction and
speed he's rotating. Then, time your
attack carefully, sneak up behind him

and absorb him. Landscape one
completed, only 9,999 to go!

Luckily, you don't have to attempt
every single landscape as you are given

a code, once you've defeated a
Sentinel, for the next landscape plus

the energy you have left. So, if you
complete landscape 1 33 with 15 units

of energy left, then you'll be given the

'jSCORELINE

I
Originality
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As you progress through the B
l OVERALL

landscapes the game gets harder and '
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Title:

Computer:

Supplier:

Price:

much either way so If you don’t enjoy

one particular aspect you can enjoy the I

other. The game is presented superbly

With bright colourful graphics, and the

portability of the hero is an added bonus.

Melbourne House has been struggling to
1

produce a top notch game for some time
,

now. With Doc, I chink they've got it and

their waning fortunes may take a turn for

the better.

o' After several attempts at bcat-em-up pt
adventures, Melbourne House have hit the DO,

K jackpot. 00
°

to decide exactly what sort of character

you want to be. You have 60 attribute

points to distribute among five

characteristics — strength, endurance,

intelligence, charisma and luck. How you
divide them up is entirely up to you —
the game plays differently according to

what you choose, so experimentation is

the name of the game.

Your second problem is escaping from
the shaman's guard. Combat is a beat-em-

up routine featuring large cartoon style

characters. It is your strength, endurance
and skill against his.

Once outside the village, assuming you
win and the guards lose, you are

presented with a series of options, all

menu driven. What choices you have

depends on the nature of your character.

If luck is with you, you may be given the

chance to sneak past a guard. If it isn't

you will have to fight him.

As you progress, you will discover

more places to explore and problems to

solve. Useful objects or information can

sometimes be obtained by that strangely

old-fashioned method — being nice. On
other occasions, you have 1

club swinging — the animat

incidentally, looks like a crc

trapeze artist and a gibbon!

You actually have two aims: to sat

the Rubble Runners and to find your

machine — vital since it is hoped that

you will be able to transfer your hero

other forthcoming modules
’

ooooooocn
000000000000

Doc the Destroyer

C64
Melbourne House
£9.95 1

E3
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('Title: Colonial Conquest Vr

1 Computer: C64 iV

^Supplier: SSI (US Gold) Sf

Price: £24.99 (disk) £

T l i 17i\> •. « vnV'Jrtl'>. .

.

y. Are you a power mad meglomaniac?

C* Do you find it difficult to find a

V game that quenches your thirst for

]. power? Then why not try Colonial

t Conquest. In the game you compete
r

y with five other human or computer i ^
• opponents for global domination! \
;
You must lie, cheat, back stab, bribe

land battle your way to the top. V)
» The game is set in the turbulent \
' times between 1 800 and the First I

aJ World War, which started in 1914, *

The players take control of each of V

th

rate
:\S

V "

Germany, Russia, USA and Japan to

\ practice your lies and sharpen your .

.

kf
J
knife and you’re ready to play. The \

ys computer can provide up to five VI
'1 totally ruthless opponents that can ' 1

play on nine levels of deception, if J

f
jj The screen display scrolls over

map of the world that’s divided ir

sily conquered regions. Each

i has a particular type of

r
terrain, taxation value — the

\ amount of money you get from it

S4 defend the region but since

^ can consist of 400,000 troops they’r

not to be taken for granted,

v You begin the game with the

'O revenue from the lands you own,

!

* which Isn’t very much as yor-

empire is restricted to your

borders. You already have ar

\ Tony Heath finds a way of satisfying his ^
| ) craving for power. •

borders. You already have an army 'v*

,*} of sorts and maybe even some fleets p

^ that can be used for naval t

V supremacy or to transport armies.
_

The game is played in a series of .

' ’ 1

For example British troops are \ \
already occupied, making war inevit- ,

better than Russian troops but cost X \ able, but don’t expect these .

almost twice as much! Consequently ( f scenarios to follow the history '

each power poses a different % ' books. For example, as England in
^

challenge, both economically and * 1914 I allied with Germany against
,

geographically, and some powers,
,

li France and won! J
such as Germany, are certain to

s f\ A superb strategy game and

\X turns each representing

Vi the year. Winter is the most
J,

1^ important turn as this is when
* j revenues are calculated, which i^

(I means you've got just four turns to ^

.

i' grab as much territory as possible! ’

] During a turn you can move your l

V armies into the next territory —
•T( this is called invading, spy — *
rfl tms is caueo invaamg, spy on -

opponents, scout out troops, subvert f \
Aq neutral countries to try and cause a JA'A coup, fortify your defences and even

buy off an unwanted enemy. At the V
end of each turn the computer **

clash with others. >v
,
must for all budding imperialists. 'q?

Colonial Conquest is obviously X .'fyi .IVfV’.T . I *;yVJW V’r* •*

inspired by board games such as 'V S J

* .rAV'Risk and Diplomacy, b it takes the 4 WWu.
Idea further. The neutral countries ^ •* CfARFlINF
provide a platform from which ’ £ S'-UltCLII'lc

players can build up revenues and

calculates the results of the battles
’ " ’ “ *“ ’

and usually the bigger army wins.

But this isn't always the case since
,)
other scenarios — 1880 and 1914 — / .

armies differ in strength and cost. { begin with most of the neutrals • \ OVtRALL
. .. Vv\v,v." ‘*WAVs' • t\V>0.VkN*'

v 1.*

Originality

j
Gameplay



Title: Nemesis
Computer: Commodore 64

Supplier: Konami
Price: £8.95 cass/£l4.95 disk

ik wita disapporo

^ ' I



Here’s your chance to voice your

opinion of the games scene. Send

your letters to: Talkback, Computer
Gamer, I Golden Square, London
WIR 3AB.

j|
RELATIVELY ABSENT g

::: I am a very proud Em,ten owner i'C Sjf

!!; a vei y
disappointed one too It was m •«,

iHjuiy 98S that 1 Vst dscove-ec ;3

it: Computer Gamer I notit ed a" :a
::: Ernstem competition cy t"e l*o : ' over :!j

Stand oend it up and started reading :
1 ;;r

St d-scow-ed tome finticm re. ew, towards

IS For the next three months 1 bought

StGamer then, to my honor 1 was a •-

jttcase of wot no more Emstein info' 1 3
•I: Wcl It wasn t .-til ’ bought the March

is: 198/ ed ton that 1 dmowed your :3.

it: lalkbacs section so here -re tone eeas

SS: I) Einstein reviews there are a lot ol ’

•l: Ernstem games about eg .'he Attack of t|;

•••the Kt'.'er Ibmatoe, Isome of my fnends a"..

Spectr.ms haven't even got



[I

[MASTERFUL
".s

. MAC
,

I

, „ r "t

first let me congratulate y©„ . , t

supc.b -j e The first ss.c I bought

^ was Apr
i 1937 u-~. 1 ~ II

.for the Star trek

f surprised

A magazine
r But 01

A having a special section devoted
' Amiga — and possibly the Atari ST —
^telling us about the latest releases and

a news etc. The occassional software

r review wouldn't go amiss either.

V Speaking of Amiga software,
r

. you please ask Beyond to release an

f Amiga version of Star Trek. With the

A Amiga A500 being nearly the

T as the Atari ST

A strip would be gr

1 .

/

p.-:e a few games so naturally I get

_
magazine I like a your rev ewers ar

All rery good ~ rC fey put their points

rots wth ~ ;•«( J'il y Well .Ion

’ Two things, hrst. you revie

Masters of the Universe m
ssue and ijuoied .ts prte as £9 99

...your know mat for a

/ill being sold for 14 99'

ep up the good work

rrgru
.
Tracy Boots did a special

Masters game at

yChiswick, London
* AOur policy is co cov

f and Top Notch will

JAmiga and ST. As far as Scar Trek is

concerned. Beyond do have plans but If couldn't squeeze an approximate year of
jtejase^romu

AWV^O I'k*//\vTAVlSVM-y, «> ti\v\ r v r rNORTHERN BIGOTRY A" can please some of the people some'ljj

w look conned nr '*** 1 ' ’ “

software library containing lots of pnhi e ::

deman CPM programs as we: as games
j;

and utlit.es written by the members j;

themselves

Annua membeixhip nt WACCI costs ft

£12 .UK.. £18 (Europe) and £29 Ij

[iOverseaS- The month.
y nagar r rosts It

is: £ I I - SO and i 2 respective y including ;•

85 As >. Gamer spec a olfe' we are
[[

Ijjollerirg a ten ;w“ cent discount on

Ill annual membership to any perso - who
tSSincuoes ths etter w.rfi -he - application ;•*

tjefl Walker. if:

|
WACCI

••• • WACCI. 7S Greatf.elds Drive. •

ft Hillingdon, Uxbridge. Middlesex ::

UB8 JQN

und nothing had changed: no £ bu[m^ 0!her MM ttf

how you tart the magazme up the * Ponder on !he 6„
cs still remain poor. s 2 ., . ._ _!_ _ . , ,

is the only critical or

Ci have received recently and then ask

yourself why you seem to be out of s

stili remain poor.

Your reviews of Footballer of the

v“' Year, The Double Arcticfox etc werA way. way off the mark. Why can't you an
’w/rf, the

V get a decent team of reviewers together’ .V.YY'iV >-Y£V*\t/WfM I urge you too buy a copy of *- '

’ACommodore User and really study it.

VsThen perhaps you'll realise what we.

public want: honest, straight forward,

. ^
intelligent

>1™
.V, glance through it at the newsagents,

1,‘Vno way will I ever buy it again — uni

YY you change the
...

>Vf H*rdy.
Sheffield

IsVix V'\ r * S..V:wlwci



^-ORIGINALITY is rare these days

3but even an old idea can be given a& __

n|new twist. ^5 s ease w,t^ which a game can be —

l pla>'ed Stupid Hw «Hl lousy control!
'v-vrvr vP?

>

vtvy^'

-

• s systems will be penalised. I

a measure of the

3^o“6°o°o°o°o°S9S9o9o9n?'
X-FACTOR gives the reviewer the

chance to express an aversion to

sickly coloured cassettes, permits a

hangover allowance and provides an 3O
adjustment for programs that are in 3O

bad taste.

:S°§°§°g?§s°s°s°§

* GAMER GOLDS will be awarded!

'to those games which reach a
|

y sufficiency high overall score^ The

award is weighted towards Impact.

BANE OF THE MONTH is not

always a duffer but it's certainly the

kind of game which makes you reach
for a crucifix to hold it at bay!



Title: Scott Adams Scoops

Computer: Spectrum

Supplier: US Gold

Price: £9.99

One of the sad things about today's

high turnover games market — in

a game which lasts more than six

weeks is hailed as a long-running

success — is that inevitably you miss
a lot of games.

US Gold is rectifying this

situation to a certain extent with
the release of a number of best of

games collections. This particular

collection of older games by Scott

Adams is an adventure special.

Modern adventurers may think the

games a little crude — they only
accept two word inputs and the
parser is very unforgiving although
it will give you a hint if you are

close. Also the help section is

minimal.
All the adventures are text only

— not a bad move on the Spectrum
— but unfortunately have rather

short descriptions. I suppose this is

because the games were written

before text compression was
properly developed.

The tape consists of four games:
Pirate Adventure; Voodoo Castle;

Strange Odyssey and Buckaroo
Banzai. Pirate Adventure is only the
second game Scott Adams wrote,

yet it is a classic. The game revolves

around a pirate's treasure island and
your recovery of said treasure. The
game is rated beginner but is quite

challenging all the same.
Voodoo Castle is set in

Transylvania. The poor count has

been laid low by a curse and your
job is to search out the castle —
avoiding pitfalls — and remove the

Strange Odyssey is set on a small

planet. You are in a disabled space
ship looking for a power crystal, to

start up your ship. You’re running

out of air and there are marauding
aliens. The usual stuff is all here.

Buckaroo Banzai is a previously

un-released adventure based on the
film of the same name. It is quite a
difficult adventure set in the world
of sci-fi and pop-groups!

None of these adventures would
sell very well on their own
nowadays, but four on one tape is

reasonably good value. The turbo
loader is reliable and there are no
boring loading screens which take
up space so, all in all, the collection

is worth a look. MR

Title: Battlefield Germany
Computer: ZX Spectrum
Supplier: PSS
Price: £12.95 (cass); £17.95 (disk)

PSS is well known for its war
games. They include Battle for

Midway, Battle of Britain and
Theatre Europe.

PSS’s latest game. Battlefield

Germany, has been written by
Cybercom Enterprises and covers
much of the same ground as

Theatre Europe although with a
slightly different angle.

Battlefield Germany can be
played by one or two players. The
length of the game and the
difficulty factor, as well as which
side you take, is chosen before the

game loads. Once this has happened
you have to re-load the game to

change them.
The game has the same plot as

Theatre Europe in as much as the
game involves the Warsaw Pact
countries attacking Europe from the
East German border. You have to

stop them — assuming you are

playing NATO that is.

Where this game differs is in the

detail it features. The maps are

much more detailed and individual

groups of troops/weapons are

moved around the displayed terrain

according to set rules and taking

into account the abilities of the unit

being moved. There is also a map of
the whole of Germany showing all

the various groups as dots.

There seems to be a nuclear
option in the instructions but as the

instructions are for both the

Amstrad and the Spectrum I can
only assume that the Amstrad has
one and the Speccy hasn't — I

played the Spectrum version. MR

SCORELINE
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'•Title: Ace of Aces-V

.Computer: Spectrum
' Supplier: US Gold
{Price: £8.99

At last someone has produced a

flight-sim which features the
versatile De Havilland Mosquito.

Historical simulations usually

glamorous single-engined craft,

especially the Spitfire. The interest

of the Mosquito, as US Gold has

noticed, lies in the fact that it was

a multi-role airplane; a bomber,
fighter and reconnaissance plane all

rolled into one.

In recognition of this, the

program allows you to choose
your own combination of missions.

Menu choices include intercepting

Vis or bombers, bombing trains

and sinking U-Boats. You can select

your own weapons depending on
what purpose you have in mind
from a combination of bombs,
rockets and cannons.

So far so good. I'm well

disposed towards flight simulations

"In general, and I set forth across

the Channel with a pleasant tinele

of anticipation. But that was •

my troubles started. The
aileron/elevator control is in the

right place — at cockpit front, but

to reach the throttles and rudder

trim controls, you have to change

view to right or left and then do
some deft joystick work. Very
distracting In the middle of a

dogfight I can tell you.

I feel that US Gold has tried to

be too authentic here, it spoils the

natural flow that flight simulation

should have. Combine this with a
very flat and two-dimensional

forward view and you have a

program that although it promises

a lot fails to deliver. FF

SCORELINE

Originakty

Gameplay
X-Factor

J
Title: Mercenary

1 Computer: Amstrad 1
' Supplier: Novagen ]

Price: £9.95

At last this classic Atari game has made its

weary way onto a Z80 machine — the shape

humble Amstrad in this case.

Mercenary is one of the vector graphics

games that came out in the wake of Elite a
few years ago. It soon became a firm
favourite on the Atari and made its way onto
the Commodore machines,

The game is part zap'em, part adventure.

The story sets you up as a mercenary on the
way back from a job. Unfortunately, your
ship was damaged and you have to make a
forced landing on the planet Targ which Is at

war. The opposing sides are the Pylars who,
for the record, are the goodies, and the
Mechanoids, the baddies of course.

Once on the planet you have to wander
around its surface and below it. Messages
appear when you are in certain locations to
help you On your quest. Your final objective

is to purchase or steal a craft capable of an
interstellar jump. To do this you must secure
gainful employment with the Pylars in their

war against the Mechanoids.

Stealing Mechanoid artifacts is also a good
idea as is destroying Mechanoid strongholds

— you win bounties for the latter. Extra

equipment for your various crafts can be
acquired as you go along, as can the various

craft themselves.

The underground complexes are like

mazes with equipment and information

rooms scattered around. There is also an

first you have to get there!

The planet is very large and will take a

lot of exploration. However, Novagen supply

a goodies package with maps, diagrams, and
posters as well as a rather amateurish pseudo
sci-fi book on the game. The maps ecc are

a great help, but the book is just silly. These

a but not much and theyItems do cost ex

The Amstrad version is slightly different

to the others as far as the maps are
concerned but not hugely.

The game's graphics are really excellent
Vector graphics on the Amstrad are difficult

at the best of times because of the
sluggishness of the processor and the large

manipulated, but the converter — one Dr
Aubrey-Jones — has done a marvellous job
and I hope we see more of his work in the

Full marks to Novagen for a difficult

conversion of an excellent game, well done.

'SCORELINE
^Impact
V Originality
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Title: Indoor Sports

Computer: Spectrum

Supplier: Advance

Price: £8.95

Four sports for the price of one
make this indoor compilation of air

hockey, darts, ping pong and ten

pin bowling a must for joystick

athletes.

Air hockey is an unusual game

to be computerised but is one of

my favourite arcade games and I've

spent-many an hour smashing my

actual machine the puck floacs on

top of a cusion of air that makes

it skid at alarming rates around the

walled table. This computerised

version of the game on the

Spectrum is brilliant and features

the smoothest gameplay you’re

ever likely to find.

Bullseye

Darts, however, has never been

a computer favourite but this

version is probably one of the best.

I found the controls a little difficult

to master as they involved timing

presses, holds and releases of the

angle of trajectory and power of

screen display swaps from a close-

up of the board to a pub scene.

Your first games will be a

complete disaster as dart after dart

will miss the board until either the

computer wins or you run out of

time. Later, with a bit of practice,

you’ll begin to master the controls

a maximum 180!

Bowled Over
The maximum score in. ten-pin

bowling is 300 but this is impossible

to get in this version of the game.

A bug in the otherwise flawless

program robs you of you

spare in the tenth frame.

Despite this, this is still the best

Spectrum ten-pin bowling game
around, it gets straight into the

for bowling machines to be resec

or for scores to be calculated. But

again, the controls are tricky to

master a miss-timed fire button

press can send you careering down
the lane with the ball still stuck in

Two sceens capture the

of the bowlei

he begins his run up and bowls the

ball, hopefully without dropping it

on his foot. The screen then

changes to a close-up of the pins

and above them a picture of a facet

smashes the pins for a strike or

falls hopessly into the gutter.

Ping-Pong
Finally, spectrum owners have

the added bonus of a fourth event,

Ping-Pong — the C64 version only

had three games. In this Spectrum

Ping-Pong ghost-like bats hover

over a highly polished table and

smash balls at each other. You can

take control of one of these bats

to play a fast and furious game of

The computer keeps score and

provides a ruthless opponent, but

can help you by automatically

moving the bat for you leaving you

to concentrate on hitting the ball.

This compilation is

programmed by Choice and
marketed by Advance and shows

all the hallmarks of the duo that

brought you the excellent Hardball

detail is incredible — pens and

chalk keep the score in the darts

and ten pin-bowling and there is

even a reflection of the ball on the

ping pong table! TH

SCORELINE

Originality

Gameplay

Title: Gunrunner
I Computer: Spectrum
1 Supplier: Hewson
f Price: £7.95

The planet of Zero was an ice

planet in the grip of a never-ending

age. The people lived below the

planet's surface, drawing their

energy from a huge network of

plutonium carrying pipes that ran

along the planet surface,

target for anyone interested In an

easy supply of this highly dangerous

mineral. The current threat is from

the Destrovians, the inhabitants of

a neighbouring planet renowned

for their warmongering
tendencies.

The invasion started slowly. A
few teams of saboteurs landed In

order to establish a foothold in the

outer edges of the piping network.

But as they conquered, they built-

scanning devices, supply dumps and

other defensive measures all went

In desperation, the Zeronians

sent their meagre forces out to

oppose the Destrovians. But to no

avail. It seemed a certainty that

Zero was to become a doomed

As in all the best game
scenarios, there is one last hope:

you, the gunrunner. There are ten

sections of piping to be traversed

weapon. Poison acts as a smart

bomb, destroying all the

Destrovians on screen at that

moment. A shield can help protect

you from the falling bombs,

although, like poison, it can only

be used a limited number of times.

Finally, there is a jetpack which

network, but there Is only a limited

amount of fuel In it.

As you progress through each

level, take every opportunity to

shoot the scanner orbs and domes.

Take special care with the domes
which are likely to be booby
trapped. If you collide with one the

Destrovians. you are alright if you
have operational an shield — you
will just lose some of the shield's

power. If you don't have a shield,

the invading force will steal your

equipment and if you don't have

any equipment. . .

At the end of each level, there

equipped with laser and jetpack,

you must fight your way through

to the next level within a given

Gunrunner has the typical slick

Hewson look. It looks very good



\ Title: Koronis Rift

\ Computer: Spectrum

\ Supplier: Activision

\ Price: £7.99

Techno scavenging isn't an easy

way of making a living, particularly

when you are scavenging In the

guardian invested Koronis rift. The
rift is packed full of empty hulks,

once the space fleet of the

ancients. Now they're prey for

scavengers like you.

surface rover into the rift, from

instruments you can track down
the hulks and send out a robot to
loot the ship. Not all hulks contain

loot but some could give you a

better laser, shields, generators, a
more advanced radar — that will

find hulks you'll miss — EC“
equipment to make you harder i

level 20, you will continually

attacked by the guardians whose
ships can rip you apart ifyou don't

plan your tactics so that you can

loot the hulks and get back to the

mother ship before you come
across one guardian too many.

Eventually you will collect

enough ancient equipment
' the

w. o to give the

a better chance of survival

in the hazardous rift.

Such devices Will be stored in

_ to the mother ship where your

analysing robot can assess their

worth. This will decide whether

you will use them yourself or sell

bombardment of later levels and
the battle for the guardian's base.

Then, at last, the rift will be yours!

The screen display has banks of

instruments and displays and a 3D
view of the rift that scrolls ever so
smoothly as you trundle around
the planet.

The game is a mixture of

exploration with a helping of

Until you destroy their base, o

Title: Krakout

Computer: Spectrum
Supplier: Gremlin

Price: £7.99

Breakout's back! One of the most

original arcade games ever has

been re-worked, re-written and re-

vamped to produce an incredibly

addictive new game — Krakout.

Once again in this new game
you must use a bat to bounce a ball

pong style and hit bricks out of a

Unfortunately, it isn’t that easy

as the ball moves considerably

faster than your bat so if you're

out of position you'll lose a life, lb
add to your problems the screens

are also packed with minions who
have been commanded by the

awesome ogre to not only deflect

even let the ball through but stay

intact and others flip over when hit

to produce bonus squares that self-

destruct in a few seconds — but
if you should manage to hit them
weird and wonderful things happen

to your bat and your chances of

squares before they explode and
you could gain an extra life, double

the scoring, expand the bat to five

times it's normal size, slow the ball

down, arm yourself with a missile

that can wipe out a whole row of
bricks, create a shield that stops

you from losing the ball or get a
second bat. Good, eh!

beeline for )

leaving you helpless as you lose yet

another life.

The bricks have had a total re-

fit too and pose additional original

problems in what was a simple

game; some bricks need

hits to destroy them;

explode at a single touch

TH

SCORELINE

Originality 85%
Gameplay 95%
X-Factor 85%

OVERALL 85%

.title: Shockway Rider

Computer: C64
-Supplier: FTL

.v. Price: £8.95

If you Earthlings have ever wondered what
Megacity One would be like without Judge
Dredd, here's the answer. Shockway Rider

is an unashamed celebration of teenage high

spirits, not to mention thuggery and straight

homicide.

Your aim is to travel the moving walkways
of Megacity and survive — which involves a

your part. The walkways form a continuous
strip and your ultimate ambition is to travel

all the way round. The three speed strips of
the walkway scroll from to left to right.

Once on the walkway, the hazards are legion.

Innocent-looking, elderly bystanders suddenly

-.5, for Instance.

there are barriers to get past and flying rocks
to dodge. If you fail you may lose your head
— literally,

You can, of course, fight back, either with

a plain honest bunch of fives, or, if you don't

run out of them, smartly lobbed bricks or
bottles. The road runs through many city

zones, each of which offer a different scheme
for gaining bonus lives. In zone one, for

example, you need to top five innocent

bystanders!

This game certainly keeps you on the hop.
The presentation is excellent, particularly the
full-screen animation (presumably of the
programmer!) But the game didn't thrill me
though for some X-Factor reason. Of course
it is nasty, socially irresponsible and revels in

gratuitous violence. Which is why I wish I

f=
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Originality

Gameplay

OVERALL



Title: The Ket Trilogy

Computer: C64
Supplier: Incentive

Price: £7.9S

SCORELINE



Mutants does not concern the

genetically-trashed warpos of
popular mythology. No, sir, what
we have here are ’macrogenetlc
mucoids', would you believe,

biological weapons that have
somehow got out of control and
are now a threat to the universe,

Party solidarity etc.

In your faithful craft, the
Rainbow Warrior, you must help

clear out these sources of
Interplanetary pollution by
travelling into 15 mutoid-

components of an anti-mutant

device. The weapons you have at

your disposal include lasers, missiles

and barrier blocks, which can be
used to keep the mucies out or in.

The mutants themselves vary from
a fine but deadly mist to complex,
fast-growing networks. As you
move your craft around, the zone
you’re in smooth-scrolls in two

The weapons you choose
before undertaking a mission are

70%
Gameefer go%
u&rafPpr 55%

OVERALL 70%

Title: Ranarama
Computer: Amstrad
Supplier: Hewson
Price: £8.95(cass) £l4.95(disk)

-<ra oc

Spectrum I was amazed at how good ic was.
An original twist on the old Gauntlet idea
of battling against all odds with a duneeon
full nasties.

When this game then came out on the
C64 I was horrified. Bad graphics, bad
animation, sluggish and the object collisions

left a lot to be desired too. Oh well, thought
I. Yet another game that didn’t convert well.

Now comes ’Ranarama’ on the Amstrad.
"Look at it carefully", said the Ed.

"Remember what a lemon the Commodore
version was." As if I didn’t look at everything

carefully!

Well, I must admit, I was a bit worried
In case one of my favourite games hadn’t
converted across to one of my favourite

computers properly. Well, I shouldn't have
been so worried. Amstrad Ranarama is

excellent, so excellent in fact that it is better
than the original.

To recap: Ranarama is based around the
'plan view' type dungeon game that has
sprung up in the wake of Gauntlet. Ranarama
is more complex and better than anything
else that has appeared In Gauntlet's wake.

The game involves around magic, glyphs
and runes. As you move around the dungeon
you will find floor glyphs, these act like icons
and perform a function when you activate

them. Runes are collected when you have
entered into ritual combat with the wizards
that are also lying about. When you have
beaten them, the runes fly off and you have
to collect them. These runes may then be
exchanged for spells — offensive, defensive,

special effect and power.

The spells have various levels — the higher
the better. The dungeon itself is massive and
multi-leveled. Each level is connected up by
transportation glyphs. Another feature of the
game is that you cannot see what is in a room
until you have actually examined that room
— no more seeing through walls!

The Amstrad implementation Is excellent.

The graphics are sharp and distinct, and the
animation smooth and faultless. The game
uses the Amstrad's four-colour medium
resolution mode and is perfect - good
resolution and enough colour to make it

interesting. One interesting point here, the
nasties consist of more than one colour, this

makes them look a lot more real than is usual

on Amstrad games of this type. Well done



/ Title: ^Ican 1

/ Computer: Amstrad f
/ Supplier: CCS 1
/ Price: £9.95 1

No. it’s not Star Trek on the

Amstrad at last, but the final

operation of the African campaign

in World War Two called Vulcan.

The prolific and knowledgable

R. T. Smith has. yet again, come
up with a war game of incredible

accuracy, which is also clear and
easy to play.

A previous game by the same
author. The Desert Rats, detailed

the start of the conflict between
Montgomery and Rommel. Vulcan

the destruction of the Afrika

Korps and the taking of Tunis.

The game has the usual

instruction book with 32 pages —
half of them given over to the

historical background with pictures

to the operation. This kind of
detail helps you to understand the

why, which is as important as the

The how instructions are very

clear and easy to understand —
after the required three readings,

and all the reference tables and lists

The game is on a fairly large

scale and uses a scrolling map of

north Africa, rather than waste

memory with a larger scale all at

once map. A big map is provided

the form of a massive screen

imp in the centre pages of the

Units are represented by
refully chosen symbols with

greater information on specific

units being displayed elsewhere on
the screen.

Graphics are in the Amstrad's

16 colour-low-resolution mode.

aaEaaJJe^)"

A number of options

provided including five scenarios of

different sections of the campaign

ranging from short attacks, that

last 25-45 minutes, to the whole

biz, that could last up to 16 hours.

The computer will play either

side or two players can play

instead. The computer plays a

reasonably strong game as the

Allies and battles valiantly as the

Axis side. But the odds always

seem weighted in favour of the
side which accually won the
individual conflicts. Playing the two
player mode allows more freedom
for mistakes and to pull off surprise

On the whole this is an
' excellent game and an example to
I all programmers of strategy games
i as to how a game like this should

be presented. MR

/Computer: Amstrad /
^Supplier: Leisure Genius^
Apvlrn. /a or .

Leisure Genius produces
reasonable games based on well

known non-computer games. The
latest for the Amstrad, is based on
Scalextric.

The original game pitted two
or four cars against each other on
a race circuit that you could build

yourself from sections of track.

lengths, bends and straights.

The computer version of this

game is a combination of Pitstop

2 and Racing Destruction Set. the

track designer. The game includes

all the sections of track you would
expect as well as a few chicanes.

There are also 17 pre-defined

tracks — the ones used in the

Formula One Grand Prix series.

But using a pre-defined track can

be very laborious as you must cycle

through each track in turn. If you
want to race on Brands Hatch, for

instance — probably the most

watch 16 other tracks being drawn
slowly on the screen before you
first. As each track takes a few
seconds to draw the wait is just

about as irritating as it could

possibly be. And if you choose
another track after a race, you
have to go through the whole
rigmarole again if you want a
different one as you always start

with the first one.

The tracks are also extremely

inaccurate — most of them go
around the wrong way! FI circuits,

indeed nearly all circuits, are driven

around in a clockwise manner, with

the first bend being on the right.

This is why pole position is at the

front on the right. There is also no
provision for changing pole
position, car one gets it all the

time — it would be car two, but

the circuics are backwards!

And, when the start straight is

positioned, the cars will always

horizontal straight. Think back to

the last time you saw the start of
an FI race on TV. Right to left,

The designer is the same as any

other designer of this type; a blank

piece of screen; icons representing

the different track sections and a

joystick moved cursor to pick

them up and put them down. The
main problem here is that the save

track option doesn't work with

the remote lead of the tape deck

connected, so if you've got a 464
hard luck! The reason for this is

because the save routine is a turbo

save and does not write out a lead

The game itself also has a few

serious flaws, the most serious

being that it is so unrealistic it is

a complete joke. You don't expect

that much accuracy with a game
like this but in this one you can

beat the hardest computer
opponent without ever using the

brake! When you hit a bend you
just skid until your speed drops to
that permissable for that section

of track and carry on. It is also

extremely difficult to overtake as

the track is not very wide —
whoever starts first wins the race.

This could have been a very

good game. The program is

actually well written and looks

good too. The only problem is that

it looks like it was written by
someone who had never seen a

car before! MR



Title: Throne of Fire

Computer: Spectrum
Supplier: Melbourne House
Price: £7.95

The king is dead- The Throne of Fire in the
burning citadel stands empty and a power
struggle as to who will occupy it is in

operation.

The three contenders for the throne are
the king's sons. The eldest- Alorn, is strong
but stupid; Cordrln is fair and just, while the
youngest, Karag, is devious and underhand.
Each prince has a band of loyal supporters
and there is also the palace guard throwing
Its weight around as it sees fit.

You can play any one of the princes with
the computer taking control of the other
two. Alternatively, a friend can take the part

The screen is divided into two — one half
for you and one for your opponent. At the
bottom of the display is a scrolling map of
the citadel. Occupied rooms are shown as
a coloured window, the colour representing
a particular player. Flickering lights indicate

combat, Above that is a close up of the room
occupied by the person currently under your
control. Although you command several

men, you can only deal with them one at a

The game involves moving your men
around the casde. protecting your prince and
defeating the opposing forces. There are one
or two litde extras like reinforcements and
potions. If you can make your way to the
throne room unopposed, you can be
crowned and take control of the king's guard,
but you still have to defeat the others!
Combat depends on your strength as shown
by a throbbing heart. There are no set moves
— eg joystick up = high thrust — rather it

is how you move the joystick that counts,
ie moving from joystick up to joystick left

might trigger a thrusting movement.
There are some interesting ideas in

Throne of Fire, but they don't gel particularly

well On scree,' action is confusing and the
game .tsei‘ quae f-ankly ,s tedio.s GH

SCORELINE
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Activision is under new management in the\V»\
UK. How will this affect future hopes? ,?'X

I if Rod Consent hadn't nailed the Electric

Dreams company's standard to floundering
Activision’s mast. Originally. Southampton-
based Electric Dreams used Activision as a
Stateside distributor but gradually the vast

marketing knowledge of Managing Director
Cousens attracted the attention of the
Americans and now it's difficult to see where
Activision ends and Electric Dreams begins!

two I must say that I preferred Eyles' Aliens
but this is probably influenced by nationalistic

fervour and the fact that I still owe Mark a

quid for the film I used to shoot the
screenshots!

Sounds very Montmatre
Software Studios is the product develop-

ment arm for all of the labels published by
Activision. The Studio is conceived as an

exclusive club where membership is earned
through excellence. Through Software
Studios, Activision will review ideas, screen
program submissions and oversee projects
from conception to marketing. In return, the
elite members will be given an informal hi-

tech environment where programmers,
authors, musicians and artists can meet
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out the ground bases installed or

landscape. The gameplay makes ...
lent shooc-em-up. though it really has nothing

to recommend it over the plethora of similar

games in a saturated market. Its one unique

feature is that it was originally programmed
for the BBC micro by the legendary Orlando.

It's not often that a BBC is used as a spring-

appeal. Activision are not ignoring the less

numerous but growing band of wargame
enthusiasts. Amstraders will soon be up to

Guadalcanal campaign which was a strategic

step on the road to Japan's defeat by the

Americans during the Second World War.

The campaign lasted from August 1942 to

February 1943, after a long and bloody

i scrolling

create the ultimate American Football

simulation. For the first time the company
which, started the Football simulation ball

rolling has forsaken the overworked stlckman

.
graphics which has become a hallmark of this

genre. Now you are placed on the field of

play with big,- meaty, he-men opposing your
every move. The’ range of plays’open to you
as the captain and star player must be the

widest choices ever offered to an armchair
sportsman and all of the strategies are shown
in brilliant 3D animation guaranteed to blow
your mind.

For my money, this is the best and most
original simulation that I have seen for a long

time and I can't wait to get my hands ona

The good news from Infocom Is thac

Douglas Adams has masterminded a follow-

up to his phenomenally successful Hitch-

hiker's Guide, based on his bitter experiences

which a change of address brought

Bureaucracy marks his revenge.

Bureaucracy exists so that paranoia can

become a thing of the past. If you feel that

someone's out to get you. the bureaucrats

will prove you right, if you're right you can't

be paranoid! In preparation for your real life

experiences of red tape you could do worse
than to cake on the tangled, red web of

A new venture in' the adventure field

involves the signing of Fergus MacNeil's

Abstract Concepts to a licensed label deal.

Fergus built his reputation with the excellent

Della 4 Software team through Tolkienesque

parodies Bored of the Rings and The Boggit.

September's PCW Show but Rod Cousens
has long admired Fergus' work and describes

the deal as "representing an exciting

association .for the future."

Depending on which side you take as your

m. the battle Is for control of the island

reality is more complex!

On the Gamescar front, the output gets

better and better though with a distinct

American bias. Starting with an updated

version of Baseball which has superb large-

sprite animation on the C64. these
Last Ninja

System 3 are not know for their prolific

output but with International Karate, their

actitude changed to one of quality not

quantity. It looks as though the Last Ninja

will fulfil everyone's high expectations of a

worthy martial arts follow-up unlike the dis-

appointment of Melbourne House's similar

venture with Fist II.

At present all I have is a rolling demo on
which to base my opinions but what I've seen

impresses me tremendously. Superb anim-

ation and quickly drawn, detailed and colour-

ful backdrops refreshes the parts its peers

cannot reach. If the fighting and problem
solving is only half as good as the appearance

of the game then It will be my martial arts

game of 1987.

Rod Cousens is a man with a reputation

to protect, he is proud of his past achieve-

ments and hopes to prove his worch now that

he's tied his future to Activision's name. So
far I'm convinced that he's pulling out all the

stops to .regain the audience, that Activision

Instrument is capable of playing a different

tune. So far I like the fanfare and overture

and eagerly await the symphony later this

using ground forces, air attack and includes

the crucial battle for’ naval supremacy which
was the decisive factor in a battle far from
both countries' home bases. To assist your
strategic skills aH of the commands are issued

Weather 'conditions affect the battle in a

" realistic simulation and one notable feature

is the ability to speed up the passage of time

allowing you to skip through the boring bits

while units are moving into position.

Starwars technology
This game is accompanied by the develop-

ment of a strategy simulation based on
modern SDI (Starwars) technology. High
Froncier may sound like an old Western
movie but the only cowboy here is Ronald

Reagan. Diplomacy and underhanded spying

techniques all come to play as you.try to raise

capital from the Capitol to fund an attempt
1

.
;
to gain aerial supremacy over the commies
or the imperialists, depending on your
political leanings.

The lacest Software Studios project to
receive attention is September, a disarmingly

simple boardgame concept from Paradigm

Games. Danny Klshon, the game’s designer,

has sold the computer rights to Activision but

I'm assured that the computer version will

be no simple transfer from board to screen.

The principle of the game is to use a

variety of shapes to form a line connecting

two opposite edges of the playing board
Meanwhile your opponent is trying to

connect the other two sides in a similar way.

Frustrating your opponent's efforts while

modifying your own strategy is the secret of
success in a game that can last for hours and

sees each player alternating between attack

and defence as the game develops

Software Studios concept will take this

basic idea, blow the board up to a scrolling

multiscreen size and probably introduce nasty

little alien forces to work against both
players' fortunes Having taken on Mark Eyles

and Andrew Wright at the boardgame, I took
forward to competing against them on the

1

computer. Modesty (and threats from Mark
and Andrew) forbids me from naming the

tournament champion.

d Its .'BIB1

fa

Become the top dog
Even PCW users get a took in on the new

deal. The background software company.
Ram Jam. who produced Dandy for Electric

Dreams have written an adventure based in

gangland Chicago as ruled by Al Capone, The
become the top dog. The
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AEs
The first thing that strikes you about this

game is its really stupid name. It is actually

pronounced "ay-us" and it will be a
hindrance, I am sure, to its success. However
despite this drawback it is probably the fastest

growing fantasy game in the UK so it must
have something going for it.

At the PBM convention. Legend walked
off with two prizes for the game. The first

was for the best new game — quite an
achievement when you consider that the
opposition included ft's a Crime. Perhaps the
reason for the game's success is explained by
the second award, where John lode was
voted best game master, and his partner. Bob
Moss, also came high up in the voting.

Essentially AEs is no better than dozens of
other fantasy games but it scores very highly

for the imagination and inventiveness of the
GMs.

You start the game by creating a

character and here there are quite a lot of

size, hair colouring, etc. but you must also
choose race (elf, dwart, halfling, ore and
various half breeds, each with its own
particular strengths and weaknesses) and
alignment (good, evil, neutral, etc), and you
have to provide a history for your character.

There are 17 character classes to choose
from. Your alignment will to some extent
dictate your choice but you can be anything
from a fighter or assassin to a paladin, You
can also select a god to worship (there are
no less than 60) and some basic skills to help

Having equipped yourself with the
necessary equipment you are ready to
venture forward. If all this sounds a bit like

Dungeons and Dragons then you are not far

wrong. The good thing about the starting

process is the number of options which are
numerous and extensive.

The adventures themselves are difficult to
describe for all are different. You are let loose
in a strange world where strange creatures

abound and magic is commonplace. On your
first round you will receive information that
can lead you in certain directions, but you
must decide which to follow up and how to

Of course there are several hundred
other players around so you can join in with
their campaigns or try to throw a spanner
into the works. The GMs are very good but
as in all fantasy games the more you put in

the more you are likely to get out of it.

Progression in the game is by experience
points so the players who achieve most
become powerful, unlike some other games
where you can rise in power by doing
nothing. Every couple of months there is a

newsletter which contains news, rule

additions, obituaries, notoriety tables,

histories of the world and lots of other info.

This was the first game where you can
decide the how much detail the GM sends
you. There are three types of round, ranging

from basic to full narrative, each at a different

cost. This reflects the amount of time that
the GM has to put in and is, fn my opinion,

©





^(Thalamus strike again with a smart looking®
'(Nemesis clone. °
^U^U-U-O-O-O-O'O-O^O'-n C

Delta is Stavros Fasulas’ follow up
to Sanxion and is Thalamus’ second
release. I didn’t rate Sanxion as I

felt that It was just another attempt
to cash in on Braybrook’s Uridium. I

felt the music was over-rated — not
a patch on Monty on the Run, Thing
or International Karate, though
Sanxion did have one redeeming
feature, its velocity controlled
parallax scrolling but that doesn’t
feature in this game.

In Delta you must make your
way through 32 scrolling levels, each
about four screens long. To help
you, there are weapons you can buy
to aid you in your task, but the
trick is being able to buy them. To
obtain one credit you must
annihilate one astro wave. That’s
the problem — the waves aren’t
random, they are pre-defined, as in
Sanxion, which makes the game
tedious and boring. This means the
game goes the same way as Thing
on Spring or Manic Miner — you
have to work out what to do and
repeat it each go. If you miss just
one alien in a wave, you don’t get a
credit and you can’t buy the right
weapon, so you can’t destroy the
next wave, so you can’t buy another
weapon. .

. It sets off a chain
reaction and, of course, if you
haven't got enough speed, you may
die. Missing just one alien can spell

doom. Not nice if you are on the
31st level!

n weapons you
buy. Extra speed
be increased to a maximum of four
(you start with one) after which the
engine blows and you go back to
one. Extra bullets — two credits.

controls how fast you move up,
down, left, right, not the scrolling.
Second point, to get the weapons a
wave of icons will scroll past every
so often (pre-determlned) and the
ones you can afford will be
highlighted in blue; the others, in
grey, cause death on impact. This
leads me to my final gripe — if you
have max speed, your joystick
becomes more sensitive so creating
difficulties in getting through these

. waves. But if you die you must go
through them again, so it is possible

31.9,
Title:

to lose all your lives of because
programming mistake. Also, es
you don’t buy anything, or don
spend all your credits, you lose
remaining ones, so you can't sa
for a Supa Shield.

3°
Delta

D Computer: Commodore 64
0 Supplier: Thalamus
0 Price: £9.95 (cass); £14.95 (disk)
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Whilst loading, there is*an

innovative 'Mix-e-Music' by Rob
Hubbard — you can change the four
voices individually, but I found it

interfered with the loading although
rh. „— :.—u pretty good Thc

you start by only firing

a time, but with each extra one you
buy it increases to a maximum of
three. Multiple fire — three credits,
this simple device means that
whenever you press fire you fire a
bullet up, down and backwards as
well. Fish weapon — four credits,

t device this, it flanks your

n effect you

t every bullet if yc
three) with another, so
fire a trident.

Protector — five credits, a yellow
ball circling your ship wiping out
anything it hits, you're still

vulnerable though. Warper — six
credits, slows the scrolling speed
down. Supa Shield — seven credits,
a permanent protector against the
enemy, obliterates everything.
Some points to note; the speed

i»ts > « mk • e
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Rob Hubbard. You can't do
Prokofiev on a chip so there’s no

n trying. However, the in-

game music is very poor for some
reason, but it gets better the
farther you get — the only incentive
I had to continue playing! But the
FX are excellent. Graphically the
game is unsurpassable.

The character set and sprites are
wonderful, your ship spins as you
play, and the way some of the aliens
animate, twisting in and out of
themselves like eels, is marvellous.
The backgrounds too are excellent,
but a lot happens in open space.
The game looks and feels like a
coin-op and would not look out of
place in an arcade, but it is

unplayable. I don’t want to play a
game where one minor error
finishes you off.

3SCORELINE
-Impact. 99%*/%*
w Originality 98°o
}Gameplay 73% ,01
X-Factor 18%

’OVERALL 7I%£<
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* I took on the Mutants knowing I was armed
I to the teeth with missiles, mines, torpedoes

and more ... I could even choose where I wanted to
fight! Mow could I loose? . . , Mow DID I loose? I've never
seen anything like it . . . theycame at me in droves, in

swirling gases, in forms spinning a deadlygossamer
and there were more to come. I know now that one
form o.f-Mutant will never escape a well planned
pattgrnof mines. It'sjust the beginning ... but I

ft0k rgust build the ultimate weapon or I'll MEVER be
s'WjT \ rid ofthem all!

1
1 "An essential purchase - miss it and you're

j
missing something special" - Zzap

COMMODORE
AM5TRAD



|Rory Newman is a Commodore fan who *'

‘usually sneers at Spectrum games. Until now!/.

Title: Enduro Racer V\'v\\
Computer: Spectrum
Supplier: Activision

Price: £9.99 K. »

We lined up. Five of us waiting for
the start, all confident of victory.

Several others had gone before us
and now it was our turn. The five

men in the latest time-heat
mounted on five dirt bikes, each
man covered from head to foot in

protective clothing: helmets, pads
and gloves already on. We sat,

waiting. I was in the centre, the
best place to be. 3... 2... I .

. Go!

33 tracE reason

Y ® Sto-i

The five bikes were kicked into
action simultaneously. Five bikes
accelerating manfully. 30... 35...
40... 45 kilometres per hour. I'd had
a good start. I was already in second
position and felt the power of my
finely tuned bike flow through me.

The rider immediately on my left

had taken an early lead, but I was
now faster, catching up. He seemed

to grow bigger as I slowly drew
closer. 90... 95... 100, and still

accelerating. His bike was slow.
Mine was fast. He became bigger
and then disappeared from view
behind me. I was in the lead. In
front of me only the road, the
tarmac edged with deciduous trees
which whizzed past me. I saw a
bump coming up and kept accelerat-
ing. 140... 145. I was doing 150
kilometres per hour and as I

dropped down over the bump my
stomach churned. Then I saw my
first jump coming up. I pulled a
wheelie and took off high into the
air. Holding the wheelie, I covered
the rocks below and held the wheel
up as I hit the ground, sinking down
slightly as the impact was
dampened by the shock absorbers.
Another bend, but I was too far

over. I slammed on the brakes and
leant as far over as I could. My right
foot scraped the floor, as I pulled
the bike across safely. I pushed
harder on the throttle, and was
almost doing 200. The top limit. My
tyres were gripping well.

Two more bikes from the earlier
race came into view. The road was
now lined with firs. I leant a touch
first left and then right to weave
my way through them. No need for
extravagant gestures, just a slight
tilt took me sailing through. Flushed
with confidence, I saw the next
jump too late. I didn't have time to
go into a wheelie, and as I hit it full

on my speed slackened and I was
thrown upwards. I just managed to
hang onto the handlebars, as I was
thrown into a hand stand. I fell back
back into my seat and pulled myself
together. I'd survived.

A few more bikes, a few more
corners, as Che mountainous back-
ground scrolled from side to side.
Another jump, I saw it in time and
pulled another wheelie. Up into the
air, soaring like a bird above the
ground below. As I came down I

forgot to pull back and landed on
two wheels. Again I was thrown
into the air, only staying on by

holding onto the bars tightly. Again
I was in a hand stand, again I came
down safely. Another corner, a few
more bikes, a couple more bumps
and I'd completed level one safely.

And then, as if by magic, the land-
scape changed. The desert. Sand
clouds on the horizon, jagged rocks
lining the road, with the occasional

As I drove on, clouds of dust
billowed from the back tyre. A jeep
came up behind me, and I swerved
violently out of the way. But now I

was wide, too wide. A sharp corner

least keep my 'guard In the middle,
but I was going too fast and my
wheels weren't gripping the dusty
surface. I slid across into a rock, hit
it and my bike went flying high into
the air leaving me lying on the
ground.

Seconds later I was back in the
race and something happened. This
time I hit the brakes. I still went
wide, but I was slower and slipped
through a gap between the rocks
unscathed. I gradually got going
again and weaved back through the
rocks, returning to the dusty track.
I started to accelerate again, over

was gaining speed again. A jump
approached, I wheelled, buc I was
too slow. Again I was thrown into
the air but I came down too soon,
landing on a rock.

After I'd recovered, I remounted
and weaved my way through more
rocks back onto the road and then
the bell rang ... I was at home
playing Enduro Racer. It was
Saturday night. If it was any more
realistic I'd need Insurance!

Sega's Enduro Racer was
acclaimed throughout the coin-op
world as an excellent sequel to its

highly successful predecessor Hang
On, Activision have for some time
needed a hit and I'm sure it will

come in the form of this coin-op
conversion. I can safely say that this
is the most realistic conversion
available.
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The Bismarck was the pride of the
Germany Navy. Thought to be
unsinkable. she was completed in
1941 and plans were then drawn up
for her to break out of her Baltic
port into the Atlantic, where she
and her support ship, the cruiser
Print Eugen, could terrorise British
convoys. Obviously, it was the
British intention that she should do
no such thing and, if they couldn't
actually sink the Bismarck, they
could at least cause enough damage
to keep her in port for a long time.

The Bismarck's maiden voyage
was actually her last. British

Intelligence had picked up and
decoded messages concerning her
mission so the hunt was on. The
Bismarck's plan was to sail from the
Baltic up round Greenland and then
down into the Atlantic. The British
had to keep tabs on her while
amassing sufficient forces to cause
her real damage.

Bismarck made good her escape
from port under cover of fog and
was not picked up again until she
was just off the Greenland coast.
Guided by two cruisers, the British
battleships, Hood and the Prince of
Wales, honed in on their target, but
in a short battle, the Hood was
sunk and the Prince of Wales
withdrew, although not before it

had inflicted damage on the
Bismarck. Further damage was then
caused to the German ship by a
torpedo attack from a Swordfish
torpedo squadron launched from the
carrier. Ark Royal. There was no
escape for the Bismarck now, and a
circle of ships waited for dawn in

order to finish off the crippled
battleship.

choose to play either side. The
objectives are similar to those set
out above. The British forces try to
sink or hinder the Bismarck, the
German forces try to make good
their escape. The game is a mixture
of strategy and action and is

controlled by a series of menus and

Apart from choosing which side

you play, you can also select

different levels of difficulty and
whether you want to play the whole
game or just one of the set

encounters. This latter option gives
you the chance to practice the
action screens without the strategy
element and is ideal for brushing up
your technique of. for example,
flying torpedo planes.

The strategy element takes place
on the map screen. Your first job is

to actually find the Bismarck. This
requires the use of your radar,

although you may be able to use
spotter planes as well. There are
also messages from the admiralty
giving the Bismarck's position which
has been found from intercepted
radio messages. You must also check
on the weather as it is a fair bet
that the Bismarck will try to escape
under a band of heavy cloud at
night. You can manoeuvre your
forces as you see fit with the
objective of getting them close

A battle switches the scene and
takes you to the heart of the ship.

Here, you must control guns,
movement and damage control or,

if you are a destroyer rather than ;

battleship, torpedoes.
A useful tactic when

manoeuvring your vessel is to aim
for the place where the enemy's last

shots landed — assuming they
missed! The theory behind this is

that the enemy will have noted the
miss and corrected his sights.

Damage must be repaired quickly.
Explosions in a magazine, shell-room
or boiler are not very healthy for

screens are icon controlled and you
will find that you need to think and
react very quickly to the varying
challenge.

If you are flying a Swordfish, you
must fly your plane at the right
speed and height before releasing
your torpedo. This is hard enough
to do if you are flying in a straight

line but almost impossible if you are
i nd (he tryjng

a barrage of anti-aircraft

Bismarck is just about the best
game PSS has released to date.
Reminiscent of Destroyer from US
Gold/Epyx on the C64, the
combination of strategy and ai



£ Are old games for the new machines all we
can hope for? Steve Applebaum thinks not.

There are very few innovators in

the games industry these days; and
those left are fast running out of
new ideas. One of the latest

companies to have gone into the

creative doldrums is Gremlin, which
is not the hive of activity it once
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easier, my patience having been
stretched to the limit when I played
Championship Wrestling in its

original format.

To my chagrin the new version is

just as difficult and the complex
manoeuvres that have to be
performed with the joystick are still

as wrist shattering as ever.

Much to my surprise, I actually
managed to trounce the computer
to become world champion. But
sadly, my efforts were not rewarded
with a special screen of any kind, I

merely had the chance to put my
name at the top of a hi-score able.

Naff as its ultimate climax is.

Championship Wrestling beats all

the karate and boxing games and
provides more than a few laughs,

which can't be a bad thing.

At the time of writing this

article, Microdeal was just getting
ready to launch a zap-em called
Coidrunner. Obviously proud of its

new game, Microdeal sent out a
demo disk featuring some of the
game’s screens.

From the small vignettes
provided, Coidrunner looks
impressive. I cannot comment on its

playability, since it was not possible

buried alien faces peer through the
Earth below, making Gotdrunner's
backgrounds some of the weirdest I

have seen on any game for the ST.
As well as the dangers below, you
must also avoid being shot at by the
masses of airborne creatures that fly

your way. Coidrunner looks like an
arcade fanatic's dream. Watch this
space for more details of the
finished version.

Plutos, from Micro Value, is

another program that will have
gamesters rushing for their
joysticks. Similar in style to
Uridium, Plutos has you flying
across the top of a gigantic mother
ship, above which dart a host of
extra-terrestrial craft, comprising
silver disks, rockets, spinning balls

and two blinking eyes, which must
be dispensed with at the end of
each level.

Initially, the small craft simply
perform the odd bit of formation
flying. As the game progresses, they

END GAME?
One would think that Epyx,

having completed its ‘Games' trio,

would have had enough of sport.
But this does not appear to be the
case because even before the dust
has settled on World Games along
comes an ST version of
Championship Wrestling.

Very little has changed since
Championship Wrestling appeared
on the C64. Of course the graphics
are that much better, especially the
close-ups of the wrestlers' faces, but
I hoped that the gameplay might
have been made just that little bit

level three the screen is full of sm
projectiles, threatening to bring
your mission to an abrupt halt.

I am sure a lot more happens b
my ineptness with a joystick
precluded me from progressing
further than level four. Like
Goldrunner, Plutos is a must if yot
have a predilection for intergalactii

shoot-outs. It does not tax your
brain but stretches your reflexes t<

the limit.

i
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only lady team member, already
had a prodigious array of exploits to
her name. First winner of the
gruelling Girl Guides deportment
badge, she later became known for
her work with the Womens'
Temperance League for Clothing the
Savages In Darkest Surrey. Guided
by her family motto 'Godliness is

next to cleanliness', she modified
this during her experiences in the
tropics to ‘cleanliness is next to
impossible.'

Little is known about former
lounge lizard Colonel R G Bargie
except that he earned the honorable
Order of the GNT and bar several
times every evening. His prime
motivation for joining Stifflip's

company was for his family's
honour, not as a skilfull manoeuvre
to escape his creditors, nor had it

anything to do with the rumours of
the vast riches to be gained in
South America.

The final and least memorable
member of the team is Professor
Braindeath whose researches into
amnesia involved such commitment
that little is remembered of his
former achievements. Declared
clinically dead a decade before the
team's South American adventure,
he forsook his researches into
producing a device to put the
middle back into doughnuts for the
promise of adventure, excitement
and ‘all that sun’. The professor is

almost living proof that all mad
professors are not necessarily bad.

What dynamic force caused the
forging of such a team as Stifflip

and Co? What irresistible challenge
drew the team to the South
American banana republic of
Banarnia! Why did they bother? The
answer lies in the telegram which
was unearthed in the British
Museum's collection of documents
suitable for shredding machines.

It appears that the entire rubber
crop of Count Chameleon's adopted
country had disappeared under
suspicious circumstances which led
Viscount Stifflip to the conclusion
that the feared Rubbertronic raygun

whispered in the corridors of power.
Determined to get to the bottom of
the mystery he called his team
together and set off for Banarnia's
golden shores. "What shores?", we
hear you cry. ‘‘I’ll have a G’n'T",
replies Colonel Bargie whose own
researches into rubber stretch as far
as bouncing numerous cheques.

The fiendish raygun threatens all

that makes Britain grate . . . sorry
... great. The dratted weapon is

devised to neutralise the starch in
wing-collars, soften firm moral
fibres and loosen stiff upper lips.

Worst of all, this answer to

STIFFLIP

#Co.
nationalistic washing powder will

the revered cricket ball, the regal

of State: the willowy cricket bat.

We join our heroes in the first

innings as they arrive at Banarnia’s
customs post. A tax must be paid
before anyone can continue but with
only three shillings to rub together
another means of payment must be
sought. How can our heroes go on?
Try as I may my best efforts were
met with a hail of bullets and the
early retirement of my team to the
great pavilion in the sky.

By far the most interest icon is

the one marked Bit!, through which
you may indulge in a bout of
fisticuffs with the Count's
henchmen. Selecting this icon causes
a battle screen to pop up. Here the
vital statistics of the fracas are
displayed in graphic form. A
rotating bloxing glove indicates the
power of your punch and a spring-
loaded glove shows your opponent's

Before indulging in the noble art
you have to select your punch
mode. If the white chicken's feather
is not chosen, you have three
options: left hoo, right uppercut or
the dastardly caddish punch below
the belt. Be warned the swift jab at
the nether regions is not the mark
of a true Brit and should be used
sparingly to avoid divine
intervention into your affairs.

determined by an ingenious target

Desperately I tried a long shot
which Palace refuse to let me report
but it sent the Banarnian General
shooting off into the distance with
cries of ‘Ariba, aribal".

Free to roam, it took seconds for
the Colonel to find a local bar, but
his reputation for vulcanised
cheques had preceded him and,
morally crushed, he was at the end
of his tether when physically
flattened by a ten ton weight which
ended his role in the game.

Each member of the team can be
controlled independently by an
ingenious icon menu offering six
activities. Chinwag allows you to
interact with the other jolly

characters in the game. Beetle Off
permits movement in one of four
polar directions. Do One's Stuff calls

up an activity menu so that your
chosen team member can get things
done and State of Play gives the
statistics of your players' energy and
how well the universal plan is

working. Change Batter is the icon
which controls which character you
are using and the central screen
which shows the previous cell and
current cell of the action in comic
strip style changes to display a
Meanwhile . . . caption.

eccentrically unless you can hold a
crosshair at the centre of the frame
in which the rings appear. Success
results in a resounding whack on the
jaw of your opponent, failure means
a glancing tap.

Although the number of locations
is relatively limited when compared
to conventional text adventures, the
problems to be solved more than
than compensate. Always play the
game with your tongue firmly in
your cheek as you bite the bullet
and you are sure to succeed. Solve
problems such as what to do with a
reed, a knife and a charming
relative of Hissing Sid, w '

b the day.
The icon system certainly adds a

new dimension to adventuring even
though it can become cumbersome
when a fight is brewing. As I said
before the game is contained on the
tape as two innings, one per side of
tape. Entry to the second part is

determined by a code achieved on

As always, Palace have come up
trumps. Stifflip and Co. has a style
and sense of humour which smacks
of the old Empire days. Bounders
abound, morals are upheld at all

costs and the arcade element adds
punch to another spiffing game
from Palace.
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UBtHaving troulHaving trouble getting started? Or stuck half
way through? Kirk Rutter has the hint for you.

RHYMING CLUES

J
rooms that form a ring. Don't delay just step
right in. Vou'l disappear then come back up
and see a door — just use the club. Beyond
the door there lies the witch To get the
dagger just shoot the bitch, The golden cross

Is what you need to rid the land of the evil

TK and you’ll see a huge locked door that

needs a key. Beyond the door there lies a
house, stalk it quiet as a mouse, once inside

just do a swap now leave quickly and do not

The scrying glass lies in the house where
the henchmen stay (MSG). Just shoot the

man to get his wares. The skeletons give an

to freeze the river you must find a wand
of ice. Just kill the witch marked WIC and
shoot the river. Now dance with glee.

To get the parchment you must seek a
fiery monster that cannot speak. His breath
is hot, his blood is cold, just grab the money
and be real bold. Now find the troll marked

a good witch'sNow take the item

house, stalk it quiet as

Well, that's what you need to know, and
I'm sad to say that's the end of the show. I

hope this has helped you folks, but don't
expect to finish it straight away, you've still

to cross the swamp! Good luck.

Key to Curse of tk=troll with key

Sherwood !*?Pf!?L
ITCH Wl™ silver

DAGGER
W=WEREWOLF
OM=OLD MAN
GW=GOOD WITCH

S=SKELETON
D=DRAGON
WC=WITCH WITH CLUB MSG =MAN WITH SCRYING
H =HENCHMEN (3) GLASS
B= BATS WIC=WITCH WITH ICE WAND

&rour{



AMTIX! “A GREAT,miNAL GAME"

Here is a guide to some of the more difficult

problems in this nice little game from
ActTvision/Loricels, courtesy of Mike

The puzzles can be pursued logically: a
little bit of ingenuity and a good map will take
you a long way. Your task is to guide your
hover tank through a single level complex.
However, entrances to rooms are at different

levels and you need to plan your route
carefully. Although it is infuriating to be able
to see a particular goal, you should hold off
if need be and keep to your plan.

Progress through the n

to unlock them and lift pads to take you to
different levels as well as iced walkways to
take you around. However, there are also

security robots, laser sentinels and dummy
keys that will harm you.

At the start of the game you find yourself

in an empty room with several exits. One
has a laser barrier across it, shoot this and

room is your first goal: a pink blob which you
have to destroy. It is on a small platform and
you need to be slightly raised to shoot it. You
can also see another platform on the other
side of the room where you have to get to.

MGTs

I
some slidway blocks move! Shoot them and

|

they'll oscillate up and down, you can then
either go under them or use them as lifts,

but be careful not to be crushed. Shoot them
again and they will stop moving. You can also
fly by jumping at speed and can easily jump
a slideway block gap with no loss of height.

The enemy robots freeze when you
shoot them, shoot them again to make them
move. Occasionally they can be useful as they
can move barrier posts that block you, but
this requires careful co-ordination and loss

of a certain amount of power.
^The three gauges you see on screen

power decreases the MGT symbol on screen
slowly falls apart, when it is gone you will die

The left gauge is time, but you have so much
of it, it s not a problem. The same goes for
the right gauge, which is the ammo level. The
only problem comes when you shoot the
bobby-trapped keys. Some of these will

Above it is a laser lock with a 'Z' on it. You
now need to find the key. But to do this you
have to travel the entire maze. The follow-
ing tips will help you through, but we’re not
giving too much away, it would spoil the

To begin, you don't have to be completely
on one of the slideways to stay on it. but

A good third of the maze you never have
o use, so plan your route carefully as one
f the larger red herring areas is also the
tost difficult and dangerous in the whole



GREEN BERET
A few quick hints. Firstly. Mark Cunningham
from County Antrim. Ireland, advises you
keep to your weapons until you really need
them. Wayne Kotsch. of Victoria in Australia,

suggests keeping low to avoid the bullets

Adding to the international flavour of this

hints section we go over to Norway. Kenneth

Laugen, from Drobak. has observed that the
brown soldiers don't use the ladders in stage

one but they do In stages two and three. A
good way to kill the green soldiers is to lie

on the ground and stab when they're in reach.

To kill the brown soldiers on the ground in

the second and third stages, lie down and stab

them but don't run on too hastily afterwards,

there may be mines ahead.

Still with Norway, lorstein Haukvik has
the best suggestion of all. From his home in

Svarstad he writes to say that when you
approach the trucks on level one try to get
one of the fast blue soldiers running along

behind you and you can then rush to the end
of the level without beino arrarked

ESCAPE FROM
SINGE’S CASTLE

TERRA CRESTA
Stefan Hendriks lives in Lommel in Belgium

and has a few tips for 7erra Cresca players.

• Don't use the transform mode
• Destroy all base cannon first

• Look carefully at the ocean and you'll see

the cannon before they start firing

• Stay close to the second robot but watch

out for the planes

• Keep clear of the screen corners

• Destroy the dinosaurs first

• Hit the robots in the centrum

Amstrad hot shot Conor Boyle, of Woking
in Surrey, suggests that you should try to

THE EIDOLON
Help comes all the way from New Zealand
for this one courtesy of Remko de Jong from
Whakatane. To kill the dragons you need
three red fireballs for the first, four yellow

the third. Similarly, it takes six blue fireballs

for die fourth, seven yellow for dragon
number five and eight blue ones for the sixth

one. Remko hasn't worked out how
vanquish the next dragon and wc
appreciate a hint from someone. I bet what-
ever the colour it'll take nine fireballs!

To kill the music making heads on level

five, fire fireballs in the following sequence:
red; yellow; green and a final red.

PAPERBOY
Wayne Hosking of Heamoor in Cornwall
admits that his high score was a crafty bit of
score manipulation using the breakage bonus.

First you have to throw a paper to hit a

garden ornament — Wayne describes it as

a standing-up fish pond. This gives a three
point bonus. Next smash a window of a
house you were meant to deliver to and your
bonus clocks back to 99. When you finish

your training course you get 100 x 99 =
9900 points. Do this for each day to get

So to complete Doom
right, push forward,

move right,

pull back, move
again to exit.

In the Throne Room push left, move
right, press fire, push forward, move left, pull

back. A disc of light rotates around the orb.

push forward nine times to jump it; each time
it gets faster. Next move right and another
disc appears, push forward; it appears eight

times and travels in the opposite direction to

the previous disc. Finally push forward to

On the Mystic Mosaic there are nine

different patterns which repeat again and

again. The square positioned one up and two
to the right of the start square always remain





This is another of those t

games that crop up so often on the
budget racks. Originally on the C64,
this game has made it with

relatively few changes onto the

humble Speccy.

Mad Nurse is one of those games

In this game you are the nurse in

charge of a children's ward. Nice

nursey has just put all the little

horrors to bed but they all start

crawling out of their cots. You have
to prevent them drinking out of the

medicine bottles, touching the

electronic power points and falling

down lift shafts — very gory. Not
for the faint hearted this one I can

You have three trainee nurses to

start with and each one is allowed

three mishaps before being sacked.

However, to help you the hospital

has thoughtfully supplied you with

stun-gas with which to subdue your
rascally charges.

The game is played on three

floors of the hospital, the screen
display shows them all at the same
time. The lift runs down one side of

access to all floors. The rooms are
filled with various bits of furniture

and the layout of each room seems
to change as each game is played.

The graphics are very good and
clear, and the interlude graphics are

very good as well: big ugly pictures

of nurse showing her in glorious

detail — also not for the faint of

The game is actually very simple.

All you do is switch between floors,

picking up babies and putting them
back in their cots — not too many
to a cot mind! This actually makes
for a very playable and pleasing

game believe it or not. Nothing
drastic, but it is well worth the
money and at last we have that

non-destructive game. Needs a bit

of strategic thinking too. MR

Pneumatic Hammers i

addition to the almost endless list

on Firebird's silver label.

You play the part of the intrepid

hero Red O'Blair, the famous
trouble-shooter, and must save the
Lee Valley gold research base which

is under threat of total destruction.

The electrical power lever has

broken off the control box which
operates the pneumatic hammers

from gold, before there is a rock
slide which will destroy the entire

The hammers are installed in

pillars in the river bed and ai

out of control.

:n showing a helicopter

flying down to the base and landing.

The sound of the rotor blades gets

softer and softer (a nice touch), then

the screen clears and you can

choose the game settings. When
you're satisfied with these the game

There are six floors to the base

and each floor serves a different

purpose. The ground floor is where
you collect the gold, but first you
must collect a metal detector on
the first floor. You search the rocks

for gold nuggets with this and when
you locate one you drop the metal

— cJ-v
detector and point to the spot
where the gold lies, the gold will

then be grabbed by the hand and
you must put it into the sack at the
bottom of the screen. The gold

must then be weighed as only
nuggets of lOg, 20, 50g and lOOg are
pure enough for casting. Then it's

off to the furnace where the gold is

melted down. The temperature
here is maintained by the use of an
icon hand and when it reaches the

right temperature the gold melts.

But there is a problem — the
bridge. It must be maintained by
replacing the logs that are
hammered into the river using a

otherwise you'll be out of

Overall Pneumatic Hammers has
a lot going for it. It has good
graphics, an original plot and
smooth scrolling, but it can be quite

frustrating because of the pixel

perfect movement of the icons and
might prove too complicated for

younger gamers.
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Title: Colony

Computer: Spectrum

Supplier: Bulldog

Price: £2.99

The Earth can no longer cope,

population has exploded and resource

running out. The solution is to coli

distant planets. In order to occupy their

such pleasant tasks as mining ore have

'i everything on this particular

planet is human though. There are lots of

aliens trying to break through the fences to

eat the crops. Then there is you: a mainten-

ance droid who's job Is to keep the nasty

aliens out. You must also harvest the crops,

repair any damage, order supplies etc, etc,

J
Title: Rasterscan

Computer:: Amstrad Title: Rasterscan 1

Supplier: Mastertronic
Com P“ter: Spectrum 1

Price: £| 99 Supplier: Mastertronic I

1
|

Price: £1.99 1

A droid's work is

The a

compound. Seven buildings contain everything

that you are likely to need — supplies, power,

a control centre and three sheds containing

maior source of trouble. The aliens gnaw

quickly tf

This game makes me think somebody took

one look at the Amiga's bouncing ball

program and thought: ‘That would make a

good game*.

The game is actually an arcade adventure

based on the shifting room-to-room
principle. There are the usual variety of tasks

to perform too. All this is made that much
harder by the inclusion of inertia which makes

controlling the ball that much more difficult.

The idea is that you are repairing the

starship Rasterscan. The aforementioned

bouncing ball is, in fact, a maintenance robot.

Your job in fixing the craft is made more
difficult because you have to do so before

it burns up in the heart of a star,

To accomplish this you have to fix the fuel

pipes to fix the generators to fix the engines

to fix the ship in general. You then have to

:o fly It.

if it all proves too much for you — you
can fit a battery to the remote droid; he will

then start chasing aliens for you.

When you order fresh supplies from

Earth, however, a beacon must be activated

so that the ship can land at the right place.

This drainsa considerable amount of energy

so don't be too hasty about switching it on.

mix of action and strategy. The gameplay is

nicely balanced so that although when you

start you find yourself quickly over-run with

aliens it is not too difficult to improve.

Excellent value for money.

As you travel through the hull there are

various items of equipment to use and repair.

There is even a tape deck to repair. Once
this is done your current position can then

The graphics are up to scratch as are the

sound effects and music. The multi-coloured

chunky for my taste, they are at least

colourful. A reasonable game this that is

good value for money. MR

Rasterscan. a large spaceship, has been
damaged after a skirmish and is now drifting

dangerously towards a star, It is imperative

that it be repaired as quickly as possible.

Unfortunately, the ship wasn't the only

thing damaged during the attack. The repair

robot. MSB, lost most of its programs and

is only capable of servicing toasters now. The
question is do you have the necessary extra

brain power to get everything shipshape

Described as an animated adventure

without text, Rasterscan puts you in control

of MSB as you attempt to repair the damaged
items. The game claims that no arcade skills

are required and this is largely true, but the

MSB is a large bouncing sphere which stead-

fastly refuses to go where you want it to

description and insert 'arcade adventure’.

The MSB can celeport items for you so
it is a case of picking up an object, working

out where you want to put it and then re-

locating it. Once repaired, objects then

become functional and you must decide how
best to use them. Typical problems include

repairing the generator, engines and scanners

and working out how to get through locked

SCORELINE

Originality

Gameplay
X-Factor

SCORELINE
75%

intensely frustrating and added nothing to the

gameplay. Even at a budget price. 1 found
nothing in Rasterscan to recommend it.

Gameplay
X-Factor

55%
10% SCORELINE

OVERALL
50%J Originality

OVERALL
30%

38%



I Title: Think
I Computer: Amstrad
I Supplier: Firebird

f

Price: £1.99

Everything is icon controlled and the
horrid little icon pictures appear all over the
screen at various times. Joystick or keyboard
are used. The joystick is better for selecting

icons, the keyboard for actually playing the
game — this is because the columns and rows
are labelled with letters and numbers.

All the usual chess options are included:

This game was originally produced by
Ariolasoft, was written by Ramjam, designed
by Tigress, from an original idea by somebody
unknown, and is loosely based around
Connect Four. Now Firebird get in on the
act by re-releasing it at a budget price.

The game concept is very simple: two
players take it in turns to introduce counters
onto a checkered board, when four of one
colour are all in a line that player wins.

If this sounds a bit too much Connect
Four don't worry, it isn't because there is one
big addition. Instead of dropping counters in

Title: Vampire
Computer: C64
Supplier: Code Masters
Pricey £1.99

The year is 2987. Brok the Brave (that's you)
has ended up on a high security planet. His
only way out is to accept a mission that will I
bring him face to face with Dracula and his I
vampires.

This ancient Transylvanian toothed horror
(

is still terrorising the Earth and its space I
stations too. To defeat him Brok must first I
descend into the depths of Dracula's castle. I

The castle consists of 95 rooms packed
|

with energy draining critters and traps. The I
rooms are built from a series of platforms I
that our hero can leap around in his attempt

j
to collect the five keys that will unlock the I
way to six magical shutters thatwhen opened I

lead to the surface and a hammer, stake and
cross. Brok will then have the means with I

which to destroy Dracula who you must I
meet in a final jet-pack powered confron- I
tation in deep space.

However, few people will get as far as this I
in this multi-screen platform game as it is I
horrendously difficult. Any mis-timed jump I
or wrong step will plummet you down a I
chasm or a well that you just can't escape I

from. This is particularly unfair when it I
happens in room 94! To add to your troubles I

monsters and arrow traps that whittle away I

your life power and bring the game to an I
abrupt end — you get only one chance in this I

A real challenge this game but I doubt I
anyone will be good enough — or bothered I
enough — to play it through.

r SCORELINE
|

[
Impact 55%
Originality 40%
Gameplay 45% M
X-Factor 55* H
OVERALL 49% I

pushed on from anywhere on the far right

column or bottom row. The action of
pushing a counter serves to shunt any
counters already on that row or column

All this takes a while to get used to. but
after a while you work all the common
gambits out and things become quite

enjoyable. The game has a self-teaching mode
where you can play the computer and It gives

you suggestions and a percentage score
depending on how good your move was.

(including six pre-set problems), reviewing;
timers; take-back; suggestions and a printer
option.

Altogether a well thought out va

SCORELINE

Originality

Gameplay
X-Factor

OVERALL
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Title: Chronos
Computer: Amstrad
Supplier: Mastertronic

Price: £1.99

Another all-action zap 'em game, but this

time the game is actually rather good.

The instructions, however, drone on a bit

all about Mystical Dimension Weavers, the

seven Ruling Lords and poor entrapped

Chronos,

There is actually a blue border around the

lurid yellow I feel justified in calling it mono-

mode of the Amstrad so all the graphics are

nice and sharp without any of that horrid

chunkiness thac 167 colours would have

produced.

As you fly your craft through the six

different levels — the screen does actually

change colour when you move up a stage,

all manner of nasties try to do you great

threatens the periphery of the wheel, w!
a selection of coloured blocks rotate. 1 hey

also have, for the most part, the most
malevolent intentions in their limited block-

type brains.

The block to be watched though is the

red one. It's a bomb. It progresses from pink

to white, then detonates, inflicting damage
on the game sector, which may ultimately be

rendered hors de combat, or out of action.

The red needs therefore to be shot on sight.

Other blocks are harmless, but it helps to

shoot them too — hitting greens reduces

sector damage, while hitting brown gives you
a score bonus. There are others too, but the

important thing is not to shoot grey blocks.

These are created when you miss and are

nasty things as they reflect subsequent shots

back at you causing you to lose a life, i

The game gets very panic-making as you [

jump from sector to sector, trying to prevent -

terminal damage. Gameplay is fairly addictive, t"

but the game scores more points for
''

originality and simplicity of concept, so much
so I'm surprised the idea hasn't been taken

up before. FF

SCORELINE

Originality

Gameplay

50%

OVERALL 55%

The graphics scroll smoothly — no mean
feat on the Amstrad — and are flicker-free,

steady as a rock even, Gameplay is good and

the game has all the trappings of a good zap

'em without being too pretentious.

My only gripes are that only three of the

Amstrad’s four colours are used — very

wasteful. Also, an autofire jammer has been
put into the program — spoilsports!

Not a bad game and a sight for sore eyes

as far as zap 'em Amstradsare concerned.

MR

SCORELINE

iC' Originality

;'J.:Gameplay •



Title: Armourdillo

Computer: C64
Supplier: Code Masters

Price: £1.99

Title: Tubaruba

Computer: Spectrum
Supplier: Firebird Silver

Price: £1.99

Have you a reputation for truancy, never
doing your homework, getting into lights and
sticking gum in all the wrong places’ If so,

you could be Tubaruba the hero of Firebird's

latest game.

Up to now you've avoided real trouble but
now the headmaster's caught you breaking

a window. He gives you an option. Either

recover the £50 to pay for the window's
repair or be expelled! The headmaster's so
confident you'll fail that he's bet his red

Your quest to recover the cash is

remarkably hazardous. A host of missiles,

octopusses, birds and people are out to stop
you collecting the pound notes and coins

strewn around the game screens. Contact
with any of these nasty critters drains your
energy, but it can be replenished by collecting

cans of coke. In addition, you can even hitch

a frantic ride through the game on a Sinclair

C5! However, besides this odd little diversion

the game has little new to offer, but for £1.99

SCORELINE

Originality

Gameplay

OVERALL 45%

At last, the aliens get a look In. Armourdillo's

one slight claim to originality is that the
crazed, homicidal, power-hungry geeks from
outer space are -humans! And it's the cute,

peace-loving Mobantians who are lighting off

man. Just as it would be in real life I suspect.

Having said that, there isn't really very
much to recommend this game over a million

others. It's a typical competent but lack-

lustre smooth-scroller, with a few wacky
sprites a la Mlnter thrown in. The aim of the
game is to rescue batches of fellow

Mobantians from left screen and deliver them
:o salvation — which is about 2,000 pixels

Title: Super Robin Hood
Computer: Spectrum
Supplier: Code Masters

Price: £1 .99

thingoids must be dodged or shot; these
include giant nuts and bolts and general

amorphous lumps.

The landscape hasn't got much to recom-
mend it either. Frame one is fine, lots of
sinister, lasciviously winking eyes in the back-

ground — but what reward to you reap for

getting to frame two! A bunch of Mobantian
slag-heaps is what. I made my excuses and

The Sheriff of Nottingham has captured Maid
Marion and is holding her in his castle in an
attempt to trap Robin Hood, Bravely, our
hero rushes to her aid oblivious of the
dangers.

The game begins once Robin has crossed

the moat and entered the castle. He must
now battle his way past beastly animals and
crossbow-firing guards to the east tower
where his beloved Marion is locked up. But
to get that far he — ie you — will need skill,

timing and quick reactions to get past the
castle's many hazards.

As in another Code Masters game, Chose
Huniers, you must collect objects (keys) to

I

activate lifts, hearts, to win back Marion, and
tablets to restore your health — you start

out a healthy 99 but get less healthy with
each contact with the nasties and the cross-

.
When faced with a crossbow-firing guard

you have to time your retaliatory shots so
that you can hit him but duck down beneath

practice you should be able to take care of
the guards which leaves the lifts, traps,

indestructible sword-waving soldiers and
creeping critters.

This is a good game. The impressive

animation is similar in style to Ghost Huniers.

However, given the choice. I’d opt for the
former as I prefer spook smashing.

OVERALL
.



Arcade greats never die — in fact it looks
as though they don’t even fade away. POD
is at heart a Centipede clone minus the
mushrooms. It also has elements of Jeff

Minter's early classic. Grid Runner.

You control a small laser cannon — the
PO D. of the title - which can be moved
around the screen on a matrix of grid wires
— it only fires upwards. Various multi-

coloured alien sprites enter from stage left,

right and top and do worring things like shoot
at you. Naturally, one must vapourise the
little sods. Unfortunately, in their death

throes they tear large gaps in the grid matrix.

These grow back eventually but meanwhile
can restrict your freedom of movement.
Well, that's all there is to it really.

Although there is much variation in sprite

shape and style ofmovement from frame to
frame, this game has no pretentions co being

anything more than a simple get-em-before-

they-get-you. Shaun Southern, Mastertronic's

Title: P.O.D. (Proof of

Destruction)

Computer: C64
Supplier: Mastertronic

Price: £1.99

Title: Ghost Hunters
Computer: Spectrum
Supplier: Code Masters

Price: £1.99

It all started when Professor Twilight offered

a reward to anyone who could clear Night-

mare Mansion of its spooks and ghouls. Of
course. Chuck Studbuckle took up the

challenge.That was three days ago and he hasn't

been seen since. Now you. Brad Studbuckle.

have to go Into this house of horrors to find

your brother.

You enter the house through the front

door and start looking for Chuck, confident

that you can fry any spooks with your sub-

compact anti-matter phantom splatter.

Unfortunately, nothing has prepared you for

the horrors that lie ahead. Skeletons and

vampires rise from the floor in front of you,
hands appear to grab you and ghosts and
deadly spiders block your path. You can blast

them with your splatter gun but you have to
be quick as their evil presence drains your

The gun sight can be controlled either by

moving the joystick with the button pressed

or by a second player who can splat the

spooks while you find your way through the

lifts and platforms that lead to flashing

objects. These objects are vital as they

activate other lifts that will let you explore

more of the house and maybe even find your
brother.

Ghost Hunters is a great game that just

oozes atmosphere from the cleverly animated

monsters to David Whittaker's eerie music.

It's another platform, but it's originality and

atmospheric enough to capture the

SCORELINE

JSCORELINE
jpOriginality

Gameplay
.'/XFactor

^OVERALLCOVERALL 45% 2%
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f Title: Trivial Pursuit

f Boomer Edition
^Computer: C64, Spectrum, jD

f Amstrad
F Supplier: Domark
f Price: £7.95

-i aa au HC
The Baby Boomer question pack Trivial Pursuit question master still

is the third in the Trivial Pursuit annoying everyone with his

series and is aimed directly at those comments, players getting em-
born during the post war baby harassed over their dismal showing
boom. But that doesn't mean you on the score tables and nobody
won't know any o( the answers if being able to guess the tunes the

you are under 30. After ail computer tries to play.

everyone knows (or can guess) the Six new categories ...

colour of Noddy's hat or Elvis's and seventies culture make up the
middle name. latest edition. These include: Stage

Naturally, the game plays and Screen: Broadcasting; Nighdy
exactly the same as the original News; Publishing; Life and Times
and Young Players editions with the and RPM. For example, did you

know that Harold Wteon banned
Steptoe and Son on the 1964 i

polling flay in case t kept Labou-
votecs at home, or that me French

a"d Bntish agreed to build .the

or that Daisy Duck is Donald
Duck's girlfriend!

If you were born during the
baby boom then this set of 3,000
questions is a must. Everyone else

will still find it fascinating and a lot

cheaper than the cards for the

Title: Star Raiders
Computer: C64
Supplier: Electric Ons
Price: £9.99

This sequel to one of Jeff Minter's

best games is a desperate Fight for

survival as you single-handedly take

on the Zylon fleets.

The Zylons were soundly
beaten in the first Star raiders but
in this game they have a new leader

and he wants revenge! Unfortun-

ately, you're the only Star Raider

commander left and so you are on
your own when the Zylons decide

it's time to invade the Celos IV
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>ut two great games on f

f Minter the best
k computers. I have no
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Originality

Gameplay

OVERALL

Title: Voidrunner + Hellgate

Computer: Commodore 16

Supplier: Ariolasoft/Llamasoft

Price: £6.95 (cass)



SCORELINE

OVERALL



Kinetik, the latest Firebird game will boggle
your brain. The object is to fly a spaceship

through a maze of surreal screens packed full

of power-draining nasties, deadly plants, killer

cubes and strange scenery. You must also

collect three giant letters that form a Latin

word! Deliver these in the right order into
the hands of the Kinemator(!) and you'll win
the game. Get it wrong and you'll probably
become even more confused.

Your spaceship begins the game unarmed
with just a flimsy protective shield. However,
scattered throughout the screens are objects
to help you in your quest, such as a shield,

powder sprayer - to frighten the planet's

inhabitants, and other devices to counteract
Kinetik’s bewildering laws of physics.

The game’s law of physics change from
screen to screen and affect how your ship
bounces, the gravity it has to fight against it

and the friction when it touches ground. For
example, a high bouncing ship can move from
one screen to the next where it will plummet
like a brick In strong gravity. Unfortunately,

it may land it on top of a deadly plant as a
result so you have to be ever ready.

Kinetik is an incredibly difficult game to
play and also suffers from having a very silly

objective. After all, why would the Kine-

mator<’) of an alien world want a three letter

Utin word! Forget this one and get Sentinel

|Title: Who Dares Wins II

g

| Computer: Atari v
^Supplier: Tynesoft S
>- Price: £7.95 §

Armed with only an automatic rifle and 12

grenades you must fight your way through
eight fields of battle in this Atari conversion

Commando, Got that!

Accompanied by the theme tune to The
Great Escape, you battle your way through

you from all angles.

You begin your assault surrounded by
trees and flanked by two crumpled buildings.

These hide the first wave of enemy soldiers

that rush out at you. You can cake these out
in a variety of ways; by blowing them away
with your gun or by hurling one of your
grenades, this will kill anyone in the general

Later, you’ll be faced with missile-firing

mortars, machine gun blasting helicopters,

tanks and planes as well as natural hazards

such as swamps. But when you reach the first

garrison you can release your men who the
enemy has previously captured.

When you begin the next battlefield the
enemy gets even tougher, but you should be
perfecting your tactics by then I found that

It's good to see that Tynesoft is prepared
to support the Atari with game conversions.

However, this one is disappointing as the

game stops every few seconds to wait for

the screen to scroll. This can also cost you
one of your four lives as you can't see beyond
the end of the screen and may find yourself

ambushed. The screens are also remarkably
bland considering the Atari's incredible colour
facilities Although these are shown off on
the title screen the action features dark
brown figures against a green and brown
background which is brightened up only by
the odd purple grenade explosion.

Factoi

{OVERALL 33% §
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XThe first one in a series of articles X, 6

v which let you into the secrets of >^aduw, «.vu«.i, ,0, instance. ana

/professional programming £ .’iffijS'.”— — r_^ fridge. But after a while Intel sa

H

that the 4004 wasn't really up to
ave you ever wondered from? Which companies produced the jobs chat people were
what is actually inside them! How many years of beginning to think up for it so the
your computer! Silly development went into them! Intel 8080 was born. With 64k of
question, of course you What about the negatives! memory, eight bits to the byte and
7*v®; 1 5 ful1 of chiP5' Hang on! What negatives! The oodles of instructions it was lust

isn't it. You may also know negatives that forced 90 per cent the thing to shove in your
that there is a great big one, of the world's home micro manu- computerised industrial controller
probably bigger than most of facturers to go to just
the rest, called a CPU, or panies. Well actually,
micro processor. there were no huge co

Ever wondered how it al no long years of effort, only a turer can
works? Yes? Well, perhaps I handful of research people and lots processor.

uieu About the same time, a hi-fi

npanies and company turned chip manufac-
._ —i-. _ ... • -) with a similar

uaiKjiui or researcn people ana lots processor, tne Motorola 6800.

VT 1' of Budweiser. But let's take a break This was similar in a lot of ways -
To begin — you first turn on from the story for a while to give eight bits and 64K of memory, but

‘
' mil a tier .k .l;_k.l.. ao..Lj .your computer and see the cursor, you a list of the morecommon ha^dled^thi'nyili'ghtlTdTf^ntly'

the flashing square, line or computers and their processors: The race was on as to whose
whatever, and start upping away would be the standard

^ y°u actually being Amstrad CPC$ zgo processor,
conned. You are not truly pro- Atari XL/XE
gramming the computer at . „. BBC
you are doing is telling the C) x
computer which bits of its real

program repertoire to run, it has n i io
this already stored inside in the

Z®

operating system, ROM, Basic, or ci.rfr__
whatever else you call it. This is in msx
machine code or assembler - Spe£trum

6502
6502 (variant)

6502 (variant/ WAYS
6502 (variant)

& Z80 (variant

)

PARTING OF THE

something better there are two
ways to do it. Take a car. for
instance, you can strip it down, put
in better brakes and suspension and
a better engine and have a sports

mgii pi tests oi programming Dack
at Amcomatarlndair Computers
PIC installed the operating system Other computers, live tne imaginable extra like stereo. TV
into your computer at the Auri STs. Commodore Amigas and electric windows, etc and you thenmoment of its inception. Now- the QL, have a processor called have a luxury car. They are both

sold the idea to Commodore. The
computer Commodore put
together developed Into the PET
and. ultimately, the Commodore
64.

Another story concerns the
Apple II — which was born in a
garage (yes really!) The designer
went down to his local 'chip' shop
to buy some Z80s to put In it but
this chip was so new the shop

FINAL SCORE

won really. Both processors were
being used extensively up until a

couple of years ago, but most
home computers were first

PROFESSIONAL
PROGRAMMING

.

does not think, ah! PRINT, I know
what that means, I shall print what
follows onto the screen. What it

actually thinks is PRINT, that
means run that bit of real program
down there in the operating
system ROM. Or. more likely,

what on Earth does 'PRONT'
mean. I'll have to syntax error him

HOW IT ALL
CAME ABOUT

It may surprise you that while
there are a lot of computers and
only slightly fewer operating
systems there are only two
different microprocessors for 90

the 68000 and all IBM type
machines have an 6086 processor.
These computers make up the
other 10 per cent of the market.

As you can see, every one of
the big popular computers in the
past and all the current big selling

IN THE
BEGINNING

The microprocessor is believed

to have been invented in the early

seventies and was first used to
control traffic lights. The fore-
runner of the present micro
processors was a 4-bit processor
called the Intel 4004 from the firm
of the same name. It could access
256 memory locations in much the
same way as a modern)!) 8-bit

computer accesses 65536 (64k)
memory locations.

The little 4004 processor had

better than the original ordinary
car, but are suited to different jobs.

It was these two approaches
that the two new chips took but
first a group of engineers from
Intel left to form Zilog and a group
from Motorola left to form MOS
Technology. Zilog produced the
Z80 chip and MOS Technology
produced the 6502 chip.

The Z80 started out as an
ordinary 8080 processor, then the
engineers added lots of extra
instructions, 500 in all, everything
that a programmer could want was
there, it was the luxury car of the
processor world.

Meanwhile the 6502,
developed from the 6800, was
stripped for action, anything not
needed was removed and only the

essentials kept. The result was an
extremely fast chip.

Both chips nearly died out In

the early days but had

hard time gaining acceptance until

its designer. Chuck Peddle,
designed a computer around It and

designed 2-5 years ago.
The successor to the Z80 was

the Z8000, but this failed to take
off in the home computer world,
although it is still used quite

extensively in aviation. The
successors to the 6502, called the
65000 series, has now developed
into the WSI6065 and is the
processor in the new Apple II GS.
In between Motorola devised the
6809 chip, used in the now defunct
Dragon, and the 68000, used in

Macintosh. The Intel 8086
meanwhile became for a while the
standard business processor.

What's happening now is that
the latest RISC processors have
been incorporated In the latest

IBM machines so that they can't

work with other machines or non-
IBM software so, sadly, if looks like

the exciting days of ever more
revolutionary new computers are
over. Big Blue, in the interests of
profits — it's own — is determined
to see to that! The chips are really

down in the eighties.
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Title: Bride of Frankenstein
Computer: Amstrad CPC
Supplier: Ariolasoft

Price: £8.99

Originality

Gameplay
X-Factor

OVERALL

85%
65%

Gameplay%
80%

75%
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